- Shaping the future of sports
Founded in 2019, Blocksport is an innovative and leading SportsTech based in Zurich, Switzerland. We
provide top Esports teams and traditional Sports clubs with their own fan engagement mobile app.
Supported by a professional network of sports experts and partners we will launch a NFT platform to bring
clubs, fans and sponsors closer together. Our state-of-the-art NFT platform provides features like NFT and
fan token issuance, auction, bidding as well as NFT mining. Blocksport aims to build a sports ecology for
Sports enthusiasts that integrates games, sports NFTs, and fan community management.
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Key Advantages
Teams who support us

ü European Market Leader: Trusted brand and widely known in the
European Esports industry
ü Proprietary Tech-Stack: Broad Product suite with innovative mobile and
web solutions with top UX and gamified user story.
ü Fully-serviced NFT platform: Sell, mint and collect NFTs or Fan Token, or
use as assets in play-to-earn games.
ü Experienced team: Serial entrepreneurs and experts in the industry with
a proven track record in software development and blockchain solutions.
ü Excellent Advisory: Mentors are influential people in the Esports and
Sports world. Our Mentors include Heinrich Zetlmayer (Co-founder ESL),
Sam Li (former VP of the NBA), Mladen Petric (former football star).

NFTs: Create, mint and distribute any type of non-fungible token for Sport Collectors. For
example Digital Collectible Cards, Digital Tickets, Fan Pictures, Virtual Merchandise, etc.

Use
Cases

Fan Token Offering: Partner up with world-known clubs to provide a tokenized voting platform
where fans can buy, sell and execute votes or benefit from exclusive VIP benefits.
Staking: Combination of DeFi and NFT in Sports. Compete, purchase and stake unique NFTs
and tokens to win mining rewards.

BSPT Token—Fungible and publicly listed token that is the gateway to your exclusive NFT.
1,000,000,000 BSPT tokens will be distributed
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